Komodo Claw and Tooth Bracelet

Materials:
5 ft of 550 paracord
8.5 ft of 550 paracord

{Cost for this project starts at $2.49}

Step 1: Bring A over the center cords and under B.

Step 2: Bring B behind the center cords and up through the loop created by A.
Step 3: Bring B behind the bracelet and up between the center two cords and pull through.

Step 4: Begin to tighten the knot by first pulling on the cords indicated, the bottom of loop B and cord A.

Step 5: Now pull cord B as indicated until tight. Push up on the knot to keep the center cords straight. Repeat steps 1 through 5.

Once the bracelet is about an inch less than the wrist size, bring B behind the center cords and over A.

Bring A over the center cords and down through the loop created by B. Pull tight.

Trim and melt A and B leaving the center cords. Choose which side of the bracelet you want to show.
Using a lacing needle or pliers, insert each center cord through the knot at the top of your bracelet. Pull both cords until the bracelet fits over your hand.

Wrap B around again with the second loop below the first or closer to the bracelet.

To finish, tie any knot desired. To tie a scaffold knot, bring B over and around cord A as shown.

Bring the end of B up through both loops then pull tight to secure.

Trim and melt the excess.

This is the reverse side.